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Appendix 1: Some thoughts on the death of slides and the rise of digital images in learning and teaching
Positive qualities of digital images
Issues still debated
Negative qualities of digital
images
less storage space than slides
accuracy of colour
lack of provenance
reproduction
easy to duplicate
how to convey the scale of
lack of metadata
artworks
easy to share
effective pedagogic practice
lack of expertise
easy to re-use or re-purpose
higher risk copyright issues
lack of tactile experience can be good allowing
lack of tactile experience learner to focus on image in an uncluttered manner
computer interface
improved audibility and visibility in lectures benefits
in order to acquire digital
both students and disabled students (AAH 2003
images, users require
PDF in response to SENDA legislation)
multiple passwords and visits
to different sites
democratisation of images
lack of speed in acquiring
copyright cleared content
ability to make mathematical measurements using
digital images can be very
digital image file
poor quality
digital images as content in 3-D and 4-D digital
information and content
representations (e.g. The Parthenon 2004
overload
http://ict.debevec.org/~debevec/Parthenon/film.html)

